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AComputationallyEfficientTechniquefortheOptimization
ofTwoStageCMOSOperationalAmplifiers

PaoloBruschi*,DinoNavarrini*,GiovanniTarroboiro*andGiuseppeRaffa*


Abstract — In this paper a mixed numerical-analytical
method for optimizing the design of two stage operational
amplifiers is presented. The main difference with respect to
similar approaches is the elimination of as much as possible
degreesoffreedomoftheproblembymeansofanalyticaland
practical considerations. A built-in MATLAB function has
been used to carry out the numerical optimization. The
method has been applied to a simple two stage CMOS
operational amplifier topology and the results have been
verifiedbymeansofelectricalsimulations.

1 INTRODUCTION

The demand of systems-on-chip or systems-on-
packageequippedwithinterfacestothesensorworld
hassignificantly increased in thelastyears.Thishas
shiftedbacktheinterestofresearchersandindustries
tothedevelopmentofanalogcircuits.
Inordertoreducethelongtime-to-marketinvolved
in designing analog circuits down to the transistor
level, new CAD platforms devoted to re-use of
currentlyavailablecellsarebeingdeveloped.
However, the technology evolution and the
continuous scaling down of the supply voltage and
current often dictates to completely re-design even
thebasicbuildingblocks.Generally,asinthecaseof
the operational amplifier, the topology that more
likely will suits the requirements can be rapidly
selected from a small numberof options.The really
time consuming phase is then transistor sizing.
Several approaches to this problem have been
proposed, resulting in some cases in commercial
products.Besidesconvergenceproblemsandtherisk
offindinglocallyoptimumdesigns,adisadvantageof
many promising methods is slowness. It should be
considered that very often the starting requirements
are not feasible and the designer has to repeat the
optimization procedure several times, gradually
relaxingthecriticalconstraints.
Computationalefficiency is thereforeakeyfeature
tomakeanoptimizationtoolreallyuseful.
A class of programs that meet this requirement is
based on classical constrained optimization, applied
to an analytical description of the circuit behaviour.
Most circuit performance indicators (e.g. gain

bandwidth product) are expressed as a functionof a
selected set of degrees of freedom (DOF) (typically
transistorsizesandbiascurrents).
One of these indicators is then chosen as a target
function tobemaximized (orminimized).Theother
indicatorscanbeusedasconstraints.
Among the various practical implementations,
geometrical programming [1] offers interesting
characteristicsofconvergenceandimmunitytolocal
minima(ormaxima).Asacounterpart,itrequiresall
theequationsof thecircuit tobewritteninthesame
“posynomial” form. This lack of generality can be
overcomeintroducingadhocapproximations.
The alternative approach proposed in this work
exploits the efficiency of the sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) algorithms which, differently
fromgeometricalprogramming,canhandleequations
of arbitrary form. The SQP method have been
applied to a basic two stage operational amplifier,
using KCL and KVL and device equation to
eliminate asmuch as possibleDOFs of  the system.
Wedemonstrated that the reductionofevenasingle
DOF (the compensation capacitor) results inup toa
100% improvement of the computational efficiency.
All the parameters involved in MOSFET modeling
can be easily obtained by fitting the simulated
characteristics.Theresultisaveryrobustandsimple
tool capable of producing usable designs for a very
widerangeofspecifications.

2 TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER MODELLING
ANDPERFORMANCECALCULATION

A simplified small signal equivalent circuit, which
can be used to model most two stage operational
amplifiers,isshowninfigure1.

Gm1 andGm2 are the equivalent transconductances
of the input and output stage, respectively. R1 and
andR2 are the output resistances of the two stages.
The capacitor CC and the zero nulling resistor RC
formthecompensationnetwork.ThecapacitancesC1
andC2canbeexpressedas:

Loio CCCCCC +=+= 22211 ;   (1)

where Co1 is the output capacitance of the first
stage,CL is the loadcapacitance,Ci2andCo2arethe
inputandoutputcapacitancesofthesecondstage.
The input capacitance of the first (differential)
stage has not been included in this simplified
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schematization.

Figure1:Simplifiedop-ampmodel.


Inmostpracticalcases the twopolesof thecircuit
are somedecades apart.Wealso suppose thatRC is
made equal to 1/Gm2, so the zero of the transfer
function is perfectly canceled. With these
assumptions,which are quite general, the unity gain
angularfrequencyω0andnondominantpoleangular
frequencyω2aregivenby:
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whereCS is thecapacitanceof theseriesofC1and
C2. Inorder toachieveagivenphasemarginwecan
requirethat:

02 σω=ω  (3)


For example, with σ=3 we get a phase margin of
71.5º. Combining equations (2) and (3) and solving
forCCweobtain:
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The gain bandwidth product, given by ωo/2π, is
than derived from CC through Eq. (2). Note that
Eq.(4)allowsCC tobe removedfromthedegreesof
freedom(DOF)oftheoptimizationproblem.
The method has been applied to the simple two
stagetopologyoffigure2.

Figure2.Schematicofthetwostageamplifier.


With theDOF simplification given byEq. (4) and
theconditionofexactcancellationofthezero,fifteen

DOFs remain (the widths and lengths of the seven
transistors and the bias voltage). FourDOFs can be
eliminatedconsideringthatM1=M2andM3=M4for
obvioussymmetryrequirements.
Inordertoachieveagoodmatchingit isadvisable
tomake:

67 LL = and
53 LL =   (5)

Asymmetricaloutputswingisalsooftenrequired,so
wegettherelationship:
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Finally, in order to obtain a null systematic offset
we impose that, in quiescent conditions (null
differential input voltage), M5 and M6 are in
saturation. This, together with KCL at the output
node,yields:
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whereKn andKp are the transconductance factors
(µnCox and µpCox) of the n-MOS and p-MOS
transistors. Eqs. (5-7) eliminate other 4 DOFs. We
choose the following set of 7 DOFs to identify the
amplifier:
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It can be easily shown that the remaining transistor
sizes and voltages of the circuit can be explicitly
derivedfromtheselectedDOFset.
The parameters of the small signal equivalent
circuitof figure1havebeenexpressedasafunction
ofthetransistorsizesandoperatingpoint.Clearly:


5211 , mmmm gGgG ==   (8)


The transconductance of the MOSFETs has been
calculatedusingthewellknownformula:


( )tgsoxm VV
L

W
Cg −µ=   (9)



whereµ is the electron (or hole)mobility and the
dependence of the factor µCox on VGS-Vt  is fitted
witha4thdegreepolynomial.
The capacitors C1 and C2 are calculated by the
followingformulasthatrefertothechargecontrolled
modeloftheMOSFET[2]:
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where CL is the load capacitance and the other
termsaredefinedas:
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1 INTRODUCTION

The demand of systems-on-chip or systems-on-
packageequippedwithinterfacestothesensorworld
hassignificantly increased in thelastyears.Thishas
shiftedbacktheinterestofresearchersandindustries
tothedevelopmentofanalogcircuits.
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However, the technology evolution and the
continuous scaling down of the supply voltage and
current often dictates to completely re-design even
thebasicbuildingblocks.Generally,asinthecaseof
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selected from a small numberof options.The really
time consuming phase is then transistor sizing.
Several approaches to this problem have been
proposed, resulting in some cases in commercial
products.Besidesconvergenceproblemsandtherisk
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many promising methods is slowness. It should be
considered that very often the starting requirements
are not feasible and the designer has to repeat the
optimization procedure several times, gradually
relaxingthecriticalconstraints.
Computationalefficiency is thereforeakeyfeature
tomakeanoptimizationtoolreallyuseful.
A class of programs that meet this requirement is
based on classical constrained optimization, applied
to an analytical description of the circuit behaviour.
Most circuit performance indicators (e.g. gain

bandwidth product) are expressed as a functionof a
selected set of degrees of freedom (DOF) (typically
transistorsizesandbiascurrents).
One of these indicators is then chosen as a target
function tobemaximized (orminimized).Theother
indicatorscanbeusedasconstraints.
Among the various practical implementations,
geometrical programming [1] offers interesting
characteristicsofconvergenceandimmunitytolocal
minima(ormaxima).Asacounterpart,itrequiresall
theequationsof thecircuit tobewritteninthesame
“posynomial” form. This lack of generality can be
overcomeintroducingadhocapproximations.
The alternative approach proposed in this work
exploits the efficiency of the sequential quadratic
programming (SQP) algorithms which, differently
fromgeometricalprogramming,canhandleequations
of arbitrary form. The SQP method have been
applied to a basic two stage operational amplifier,
using KCL and KVL and device equation to
eliminate asmuch as possibleDOFs of  the system.
Wedemonstrated that the reductionofevenasingle
DOF (the compensation capacitor) results inup toa
100% improvement of the computational efficiency.
All the parameters involved in MOSFET modeling
can be easily obtained by fitting the simulated
characteristics.Theresultisaveryrobustandsimple
tool capable of producing usable designs for a very
widerangeofspecifications.

2 TWO STAGE AMPLIFIER MODELLING
ANDPERFORMANCECALCULATION

A simplified small signal equivalent circuit, which
can be used to model most two stage operational
amplifiers,isshowninfigure1.

Gm1 andGm2 are the equivalent transconductances
of the input and output stage, respectively. R1 and
andR2 are the output resistances of the two stages.
The capacitor CC and the zero nulling resistor RC
formthecompensationnetwork.ThecapacitancesC1
andC2canbeexpressedas:

Loio CCCCCC +=+= 22211 ;   (1)

where Co1 is the output capacitance of the first
stage,CL is the loadcapacitance,Ci2andCo2arethe
inputandoutputcapacitancesofthesecondstage.
The input capacitance of the first (differential)
stage has not been included in this simplified
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schematization.

Figure1:Simplifiedop-ampmodel.


Inmostpracticalcases the twopolesof thecircuit
are somedecades apart.Wealso suppose thatRC is
made equal to 1/Gm2, so the zero of the transfer
function is perfectly canceled. With these
assumptions,which are quite general, the unity gain
angularfrequencyω0andnondominantpoleangular
frequencyω2aregivenby:
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whereCS is thecapacitanceof theseriesofC1and
C2. Inorder toachieveagivenphasemarginwecan
requirethat:

02 σω=ω  (3)


For example, with σ=3 we get a phase margin of
71.5º. Combining equations (2) and (3) and solving
forCCweobtain:
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The gain bandwidth product, given by ωo/2π, is
than derived from CC through Eq. (2). Note that
Eq.(4)allowsCC tobe removedfromthedegreesof
freedom(DOF)oftheoptimizationproblem.
The method has been applied to the simple two
stagetopologyoffigure2.

Figure2.Schematicofthetwostageamplifier.


With theDOF simplification given byEq. (4) and
theconditionofexactcancellationofthezero,fifteen

DOFs remain (the widths and lengths of the seven
transistors and the bias voltage). FourDOFs can be
eliminatedconsideringthatM1=M2andM3=M4for
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Asymmetricaloutputswingisalsooftenrequired,so
wegettherelationship:
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Finally, in order to obtain a null systematic offset
we impose that, in quiescent conditions (null
differential input voltage), M5 and M6 are in
saturation. This, together with KCL at the output
node,yields:
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whereKn andKp are the transconductance factors
(µnCox and µpCox) of the n-MOS and p-MOS
transistors. Eqs. (5-7) eliminate other 4 DOFs. We
choose the following set of 7 DOFs to identify the
amplifier:
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It can be easily shown that the remaining transistor
sizes and voltages of the circuit can be explicitly
derivedfromtheselectedDOFset.
The parameters of the small signal equivalent
circuitof figure1havebeenexpressedasafunction
ofthetransistorsizesandoperatingpoint.Clearly:
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The transconductance of the MOSFETs has been
calculatedusingthewellknownformula:
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whereµ is the electron (or hole)mobility and the
dependence of the factor µCox on VGS-Vt  is fitted
witha4thdegreepolynomial.
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where CL is the load capacitance and the other
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The Cdd and Cgg parameters are functions of the
transistor sizes. We have adopted the simple linear
approximationsgivenby:
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The constants kdw, kgw, kgg are clearly process
dependent and can be obtained by means of
simulationsorinspectionofthetransistormodelfile.
Finally, the resistances 11

4
1
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11
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MOSFET output resistances rd using the classical
expression:
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The parameter λ is a function of L, VDS and
(VGS-Vt),fittedbytheformula:
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whereVDS0andL0areconstantparametersandthe
coefficientskλiare2

ndorderpolynomialfunctionsof
(VGS-Vt) The eleven constants, required to calculate
λ, are obtained by fitting the simulated MOSFET
characteristics.
The procedure of extracting the various constant
usedbytheprogramcanbeautomatedbyscriptsthat
launch the required simulations, collect thedataand
performthefittingprocedures.
Theperformanceofthecircuitisrepresentedbythe
following indicators: gain bandwidth product (f0),
areaoccupancy (area),DCgain (AV0), input thermal
(SVT) and flicker (SVF) noise density, slew rate (sr),
input offset voltage (vio), quiescentdissipatedpower
(Pd). These quantities are calculated by means of
analyticalfunctions.Theformulasusedforf0,AV0,sr,
area and Pd are given by the following equations,
where all the quantities can be expressed as a
functionoftheselectedsetofsevenDOFs:
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Here LC is the minimum drain/source length
required to contact them and kC  is the capacitance
perunitareaofthecompensationcapacitor.
The flicker and thermal noise density and the
random offset are calculated considering only the

contribution of the first stage. Classical expressions
are used to calculate the contribution of transistors
M1-4 to the input voltage noise. EachMOSFET is
modeled as an ideal devicewith an additional noise
voltage source in series with the gate. The
correspondingspectraldensityisgivenby:
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Nf is a
process parameter. The offset voltage (standard
deviation) is a simple function of the standard
deviations of the thresholdvoltage andof the factor
β=µCoxW/L of the input stage transistors. The latter
depends on the transistor sizes and on two process
constantCvtandCβthroughtheexpressions:

WL

C
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β
σ

=σ ;   (18)

3 EXAMPLESOFDESIGNOPTIMIZATION

Theaimoftheprogramistooptimizeasinglecircuit
performance indicator using all the other indicators
asinequalityconstraints.Atthisstageitispossibleto
maximize the gain bandwidth product and to
minimize one of the following parameters: area,
flicker noise and thermal noise. The core of the
optimization procedure is the MATLAB function
“fmincon”, based on the sequential quadratic
programming algorithm[3]. This function is
particularly suitable for small and medium
complexity problems: convergence and computation
time are greatly improved by the DOF reduction
described in section 2. A series of inequalities are
required to define the search range for each DOF.
Theprogramstartsiteratingfromaninitialpointthat
should bewithin the search range but that does not
requiretosatisfytheconstraints.
Several tests have been performed to check the
validityofthemethod.Convergencewasachievedin
most cases, for all the four possible target
performance indicators, without changing the initial
point.Computationtimeswerealwaysoftheorderof
fewsecondsonaPentiumII333MHzplatform.
Since an exhaustive evaluation of the program is
still in progress, we report here two examples of
automatic design, showing the gain bandwidth
product and area occupancy optimization
functionality of the method. The technological
process used for these tests was the BCD6 of
STMicroelectronics. The amplifiers resulting from
the optimization procedure have been analyzed by
means of the electrical simulator ELDO. The
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schematization.

Figure1:Simplifiedop-ampmodel.


Inmostpracticalcases the twopolesof thecircuit
are somedecades apart.Wealso suppose thatRC is
made equal to 1/Gm2, so the zero of the transfer
function is perfectly canceled. With these
assumptions,which are quite general, the unity gain
angularfrequencyω0andnondominantpoleangular
frequencyω2aregivenby:
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whereCS is thecapacitanceof theseriesofC1and
C2. Inorder toachieveagivenphasemarginwecan
requirethat:
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For example, with σ=3 we get a phase margin of
71.5º. Combining equations (2) and (3) and solving
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The gain bandwidth product, given by ωo/2π, is
than derived from CC through Eq. (2). Note that
Eq.(4)allowsCC tobe removedfromthedegreesof
freedom(DOF)oftheoptimizationproblem.
The method has been applied to the simple two
stagetopologyoffigure2.
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Finally, in order to obtain a null systematic offset
we impose that, in quiescent conditions (null
differential input voltage), M5 and M6 are in
saturation. This, together with KCL at the output
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whereKn andKp are the transconductance factors
(µnCox and µpCox) of the n-MOS and p-MOS
transistors. Eqs. (5-7) eliminate other 4 DOFs. We
choose the following set of 7 DOFs to identify the
amplifier:
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It can be easily shown that the remaining transistor
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Here LC is the minimum drain/source length
required to contact them and kC  is the capacitance
perunitareaofthecompensationcapacitor.
The flicker and thermal noise density and the
random offset are calculated considering only the

contribution of the first stage. Classical expressions
are used to calculate the contribution of transistors
M1-4 to the input voltage noise. EachMOSFET is
modeled as an ideal devicewith an additional noise
voltage source in series with the gate. The
correspondingspectraldensityisgivenby:
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Nf is a
process parameter. The offset voltage (standard
deviation) is a simple function of the standard
deviations of the thresholdvoltage andof the factor
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depends on the transistor sizes and on two process
constantCvtandCβthroughtheexpressions:
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3 EXAMPLESOFDESIGNOPTIMIZATION

Theaimoftheprogramistooptimizeasinglecircuit
performance indicator using all the other indicators
asinequalityconstraints.Atthisstageitispossibleto
maximize the gain bandwidth product and to
minimize one of the following parameters: area,
flicker noise and thermal noise. The core of the
optimization procedure is the MATLAB function
“fmincon”, based on the sequential quadratic
programming algorithm[3]. This function is
particularly suitable for small and medium
complexity problems: convergence and computation
time are greatly improved by the DOF reduction
described in section 2. A series of inequalities are
required to define the search range for each DOF.
Theprogramstartsiteratingfromaninitialpointthat
should bewithin the search range but that does not
requiretosatisfytheconstraints.
Several tests have been performed to check the
validityofthemethod.Convergencewasachievedin
most cases, for all the four possible target
performance indicators, without changing the initial
point.Computationtimeswerealwaysoftheorderof
fewsecondsonaPentiumII333MHzplatform.
Since an exhaustive evaluation of the program is
still in progress, we report here two examples of
automatic design, showing the gain bandwidth
product and area occupancy optimization
functionality of the method. The technological
process used for these tests was the BCD6 of
STMicroelectronics. The amplifiers resulting from
the optimization procedure have been analyzed by
means of the electrical simulator ELDO. The

MOSFETmodelusedby thesimulator is thePhilips
level9.
The specifications imposed for thegainbandwidth
and area optimization are shown in table I. In both
cases, the requirement of high dc gain (considering
the simple non-cascoded two stage topology), low
noise and lowoffset voltageare incontrastwith the
performance indicator to be optimized andwith the
low dissipated power. A manual design would be
difficultandtimeconsuming.


Optimization GBW area
Pd(mW) 3 4
sr
(V/µs) 10 10

area(µm2) 8000 min
vio(mV) 3 5
GBW(MHz) max 30
SvthermalV

2/Hz 1.0×10-16 5×10-17
Svflicker(1Hz)V

2/Hz 4×10-12 5×10-12
A0(dB) 106 109
Phasemargin 70º 70º


TableI.Specificationsusedforthetests.

The transistor sizes and VGS-Vt proposed by the
program are shown in table II and table III. With
these values, two ELDO netlists have been created
andsimulationshavebeenruntoextracttheamplifier
performancesinbothcases.Theresultsareshownin
table IV. Note that the area occupancy and offset
voltage could not be simulated and have been
calculatedasdescribedintheprevioussection.

 W(µm) L(µm)

tGS VV − (V)

M1 186.75 0.95 0.1
M3 11.45 1.45 0.28
M5 160.90 1.45 0.28
M6 619.20 1.15 0.28
M7 87.95 1.15 0.28

TableII.ResultsoftheGBWoptimizationtest.



The simulated performances meet the design
requirementsoftableIexceptforthenoisedensities.
This is possibly due to the fact of having neglected
thenoisecontributionofthesecondstage

 W(µm) L(µm)

tGS VV − (V)

M1 140.50 0.90 0.1
M3 17.50 1.95 0.23
M5 215.10 1.95 0.23
M6 476.16 0.87 0.23
M7 77.42 0.87 0.23

TableIII.Resultsoftheareaoptimizationtest.

Optimization GBW area
Pd(mW) 3.12 2.28
sr
(V/µs) 26.5 19

area(µm2) 8000 7627
vio(mV) 3 3.68
GBW(MHz) 42.5 31.1
SvthermalV

2/Hz 1.1×10-16 1.25×10-16
SvflickerV

2/Hz 6.3×10-12 3.9×10-12
A0(dB) 105 107
Phasemargin 59º 60º

Table IV. Amplifier performances resulting from
thesimulation.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The designs produced by the program have been
tested with electrical simulations based on state-of-
the-art device models and simulator. In most cases
the performances obtained met the initial
requirements, showing that, for theexaminedsimple
topology,theprogramiscapableofproposingusable
designs rather than first estimation circuits. An
exception is represented by the noise density which
wasgenerallyhigherthanthemaximumvalueusedas
a constraint. This problem can be simply overcome
by re-running the program with stricter
specifications. The very short computational times
make this operation much more convenient than
manuallymodifyingthecircuit.
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The Cdd and Cgg parameters are functions of the
transistor sizes. We have adopted the simple linear
approximationsgivenby:
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The constants kdw, kgw, kgg are clearly process
dependent and can be obtained by means of
simulationsorinspectionofthetransistormodelfile.
Finally, the resistances 11

4
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52 )( −−− += dd rrR  are obtained estimating the

MOSFET output resistances rd using the classical
expression:
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The parameter λ is a function of L, VDS and
(VGS-Vt),fittedbytheformula:
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whereVDS0andL0areconstantparametersandthe
coefficientskλiare2

ndorderpolynomialfunctionsof
(VGS-Vt) The eleven constants, required to calculate
λ, are obtained by fitting the simulated MOSFET
characteristics.
The procedure of extracting the various constant
usedbytheprogramcanbeautomatedbyscriptsthat
launch the required simulations, collect thedataand
performthefittingprocedures.
Theperformanceofthecircuitisrepresentedbythe
following indicators: gain bandwidth product (f0),
areaoccupancy (area),DCgain (AV0), input thermal
(SVT) and flicker (SVF) noise density, slew rate (sr),
input offset voltage (vio), quiescentdissipatedpower
(Pd). These quantities are calculated by means of
analyticalfunctions.Theformulasusedforf0,AV0,sr,
area and Pd are given by the following equations,
where all the quantities can be expressed as a
functionoftheselectedsetofsevenDOFs:
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Here LC is the minimum drain/source length
required to contact them and kC  is the capacitance
perunitareaofthecompensationcapacitor.
The flicker and thermal noise density and the
random offset are calculated considering only the

contribution of the first stage. Classical expressions
are used to calculate the contribution of transistors
M1-4 to the input voltage noise. EachMOSFET is
modeled as an ideal devicewith an additional noise
voltage source in series with the gate. The
correspondingspectraldensityisgivenby:
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where kB is the Boltzmann constant and Nf is a
process parameter. The offset voltage (standard
deviation) is a simple function of the standard
deviations of the thresholdvoltage andof the factor
β=µCoxW/L of the input stage transistors. The latter
depends on the transistor sizes and on two process
constantCvtandCβthroughtheexpressions:
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3 EXAMPLESOFDESIGNOPTIMIZATION

Theaimoftheprogramistooptimizeasinglecircuit
performance indicator using all the other indicators
asinequalityconstraints.Atthisstageitispossibleto
maximize the gain bandwidth product and to
minimize one of the following parameters: area,
flicker noise and thermal noise. The core of the
optimization procedure is the MATLAB function
“fmincon”, based on the sequential quadratic
programming algorithm[3]. This function is
particularly suitable for small and medium
complexity problems: convergence and computation
time are greatly improved by the DOF reduction
described in section 2. A series of inequalities are
required to define the search range for each DOF.
Theprogramstartsiteratingfromaninitialpointthat
should bewithin the search range but that does not
requiretosatisfytheconstraints.
Several tests have been performed to check the
validityofthemethod.Convergencewasachievedin
most cases, for all the four possible target
performance indicators, without changing the initial
point.Computationtimeswerealwaysoftheorderof
fewsecondsonaPentiumII333MHzplatform.
Since an exhaustive evaluation of the program is
still in progress, we report here two examples of
automatic design, showing the gain bandwidth
product and area occupancy optimization
functionality of the method. The technological
process used for these tests was the BCD6 of
STMicroelectronics. The amplifiers resulting from
the optimization procedure have been analyzed by
means of the electrical simulator ELDO. The

MOSFETmodelusedby thesimulator is thePhilips
level9.
The specifications imposed for thegainbandwidth
and area optimization are shown in table I. In both
cases, the requirement of high dc gain (considering
the simple non-cascoded two stage topology), low
noise and lowoffset voltageare incontrastwith the
performance indicator to be optimized andwith the
low dissipated power. A manual design would be
difficultandtimeconsuming.


Optimization GBW area
Pd(mW) 3 4
sr
(V/µs) 10 10

area(µm2) 8000 min
vio(mV) 3 5
GBW(MHz) max 30
SvthermalV

2/Hz 1.0×10-16 5×10-17
Svflicker(1Hz)V

2/Hz 4×10-12 5×10-12
A0(dB) 106 109
Phasemargin 70º 70º


TableI.Specificationsusedforthetests.

The transistor sizes and VGS-Vt proposed by the
program are shown in table II and table III. With
these values, two ELDO netlists have been created
andsimulationshavebeenruntoextracttheamplifier
performancesinbothcases.Theresultsareshownin
table IV. Note that the area occupancy and offset
voltage could not be simulated and have been
calculatedasdescribedintheprevioussection.

 W(µm) L(µm)

tGS VV − (V)

M1 186.75 0.95 0.1
M3 11.45 1.45 0.28
M5 160.90 1.45 0.28
M6 619.20 1.15 0.28
M7 87.95 1.15 0.28

TableII.ResultsoftheGBWoptimizationtest.



The simulated performances meet the design
requirementsoftableIexceptforthenoisedensities.
This is possibly due to the fact of having neglected
thenoisecontributionofthesecondstage

 W(µm) L(µm)

tGS VV − (V)

M1 140.50 0.90 0.1
M3 17.50 1.95 0.23
M5 215.10 1.95 0.23
M6 476.16 0.87 0.23
M7 77.42 0.87 0.23

TableIII.Resultsoftheareaoptimizationtest.

Optimization GBW area
Pd(mW) 3.12 2.28
sr
(V/µs) 26.5 19

area(µm2) 8000 7627
vio(mV) 3 3.68
GBW(MHz) 42.5 31.1
SvthermalV

2/Hz 1.1×10-16 1.25×10-16
SvflickerV

2/Hz 6.3×10-12 3.9×10-12
A0(dB) 105 107
Phasemargin 59º 60º

Table IV. Amplifier performances resulting from
thesimulation.

4 CONCLUSIONS

The designs produced by the program have been
tested with electrical simulations based on state-of-
the-art device models and simulator. In most cases
the performances obtained met the initial
requirements, showing that, for theexaminedsimple
topology,theprogramiscapableofproposingusable
designs rather than first estimation circuits. An
exception is represented by the noise density which
wasgenerallyhigherthanthemaximumvalueusedas
a constraint. This problem can be simply overcome
by re-running the program with stricter
specifications. The very short computational times
make this operation much more convenient than
manuallymodifyingthecircuit.
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